OWNER'S MANUAL
BODY HOIST HARNESS
#207

WARNING

The Body Hoisting Harness should not be worn by anyone under 110lbs. Or under 14 years of age.
The Body Hoisting Harness must be visually inspected prior to each use per inspection procedures below.
Do not allow the harness to become excessively soiled, if this occurs clean by following cleaning instructions below.
Do not store wet. Always allow to completely air dry prior to storage.

DESCRIPTION

The Body Hoisting Harness is a simple and easy to don, full-body mesh/webbing hoisting device. The Body Hoisting
Harness is constructed primarily of nylon mesh and MIL-SPEC Type 13 webbing. All hardware is stainless steel for corrosion
resistance and the closure buckles are side release type made of Delrin. Designed as the replacement for the U.S.
Army/Nave hoisting vest. Approved by NAVAIR.

USING YOUR BODY HOISTING HARNESS

To use the Body Hoisting Harness open the four front closure buckles and loosen the two chest/back straps, then simply put
it on the same way you would a pair of coveralls. Close the four closure buckles and adjust for a snug fit. Adjust both the
upper chest/back straps evenly for a suitable lifting angle. Attach Lifting V-Ring to an approved lifting device hook
(recommend LSC #410 series D-LOK helicopter hoist hook). Recheck lifting angle and adjust as required.

INSPECTION

While LSC has designed and manufactured the Body Hoisting Harness to be as reliable as possible, periodic inspection is
necessary to ensure functional reliability. The frequency of the inspection should be determined by the frequency and
condition of use. However, the inspection shall not exceed six (6) months.

VISUAL INSPECTION

Prior to each use, inspect the entire harness and all components for the following: All mesh for evidence of wear, cuts, or
loose stitching. All webbing to cuts, abrasion, loose stitches and proper lacing. Check front closure buckles for proper
operation. Check upper chest/back straps adjusters for proper operation.

CLEANING

Wash the Body Hoisting Harness by hand with a mild soap and fresh water. Rinse completely with large amounts of fresh
water. Allow harness to completely air dry.

RINSING

Rinse the Body Hoisting Harness completely with large amounts of fresh water after exposure to salt or chlorinated water.
Allow harness to completely air dry.

WARRANTY

LSC products are warranted to the first consumer purchaser to be free from defects in material or workmanship for a period
of twelve (12) months. Please contact LSC for our complete Warranty information and Policies, or visit our website.